TENCATE NICOSIL® SYSTEM,
AN EFFICIENT, SAFE AND CLEAN COVER FOR YOUR SILAGE

› Time and cost saving
› Clean and safe (working) environment
› Efficient silage management
MARKET ORIENTED INNOVATION
There is a growing demand for more efficient, effective and durable solutions in the Agro industry. For TenCate this is a constant motivation to develop – often in close cooperation with our customers – the best solutions.

Our ambition is to supply, stronger, lighter, safer and more durable products than traditional materials and systems. Creating solutions that will create long-lasting value to our customers.

TenCate has been active in the Agro industry for decades. TenCate Nicosil® silage covers is only one of the successful examples. More than 30 years our silage protection nets have been saving your precious cattle feed.

TIME AND COST SAVING
A feed silo covered with TenCate Nicosil® System doesn’t need to be covered with sand or any other form of ballast (e.g. car tires). This will save you time and cost. During the period of the use of the silo the covers can be easily opened by one person.

CLEAN AND SAFE WORKING AREA
TenCate Nicosil® System can quickly be rolled up and stays clean. Separate storing of individual nets is no longer necessary. Alternative ballast – like sand or tires – don’t have to be handled anymore.

EFFICIENT SILAGE MANAGEMENT
TenCate Nicosil® System covers can individually be opened and closed and is adapted to the speed of feeding. Unopened feed stock will therefore keep its quality.